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Letter 796
DREAM
The House of Accusation And Treachery
2019-05-21
Dear Yeshua,
Tuesday, 21 May 2019, 2:40AM.
I was awakened from an interesting dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was a Targeted Individual inside the House of Accusation and Treachery. Other people
were in the House saying every evil falsehood about me that could be said.
People who I once thought were trustworthy had turned against me and joined in the
Chorus of False Accusations. While I was still in this House, I was trying to make things
right with the ones who were not supposed to be my enemies. The People had been shown
that I was doing things which were wrong. But these were false allegations. I was not
doing any of those things at all.
Then suddenly my location changes. I am now at a High School where a Night Time Activity
is taking place, and there are High School age students at various activity stations, and
everyone is having fun. The Cafeteria is open, and there are Coffee Smoothies for sale.
They are being served in 2 ounce Shot Glasses, and they look very refreshing and
invigorating.
I am informed that there is a Man there who can rectify the False Accusations against me.
He is a Man I know well. For many years I would listen to him on the Radio as he hosted a
Late Night talk show while I did School Custodial and then Hospital Janitorial work at night.
My father also listened to him while he worked as a School Night Custodian. The Radio
Host’s name is Art Bell.
I know that if I can get to Art Bell in person, he will correct all the false accusations. But
getting to him is difVicult. He was working in the kitchen helping to make the Coffee
Smoothies, and was surrounded by High School Students who were working with him. Plus
the Kitchen is located in a lower level of the School, and one had to go down a Vlight of stairs
to get there.
END OF DREAM.
This dream reminded me of one of the many TV shows I have seen where an Enemy has
gained access to an individual’s bank accounts and lines of credit, and is systematically
shutting them down, making life go from difVicult to impossible for the Individual the
Enemy is targeting.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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